What gets me through my time is to
know it’s just a time period not
forever. I'm walking out of here not
running. What gets me through my
time is that I know I will survive
this cause the way I was living was
doomed.
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My name is here I am. My name means come and get it.
But you could call me daydreamer.

Remember me.
I believe I can fly like Peter Pan and walk on water nothing can stop me.
I am built from purity and my heart is full, my emotions are endless.

Remember me.
I come from endless souls that never die I dream to live and live to die.
My people are known for no matter what thick and thin. Keep it real ride or die.

Remember me.
My name is Catherine, and one thing people don’t know about me
is I’m a lover not a fighter.
I are wat you think not wat you do.
They think I’m angry or sad, but the truth is I’m concerned
and happy to be around them.

I wish I had known that the choices were mine when I was younger.
I would have lived for me not for them.

Living in my neighborhood makes me want to open my doors and
say come in I’ll save you from the dark.
The radio in my head plays making my way back home to you, gonna find my way back home,
and it sounds like a flute.
Sometimes it isn’t so easy for me to believe I can get it and keep it.
My shadow looks like a rooster.
When I’m sad my heart sounds like drums, but when I’m feeling strong it sounds
like a crowd applauding.
If I could sing myself a lullaby it would sound like Twinkle Twinkle Little Star.
In my next life I’ll be a frisbee.
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My name is Chanel. My name means a current of energy or water, but you could call
me a loyal and true friend.
Remember me.
I believe that there is no coincidence in life, we are all connected and when we cross
paths it’s for a reason.
I am built from strength and love.
Remember me.
I come from rushing rivers, sunny days, sweet honey and berries and fragrant
flowers.
My people are known for hard work and perseverance, love of life and seekers of
light.
Remember me.
My name is Chanel, and one thing people don’t know about me is I am very lonely.
They think I’m always so happy, but the truth is sometimes my sadness is
overwhelming.
I wish I had known that life is short when I was younger. I would have made each
moment with my sister count, I would have loved deeper and like each day was my
last.
Living in my neighborhood makes me want to have a vehicle to leave in.
The radio in my head plays so many songs; a lot of classic rock.
Sometimes it isn’t so easy for me to believe that I am where I am meant to be; that I
am important and my family needs me.
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My name is Shawna. My name means A second chance,
but you could call me cloudy.
Remember me.
I believe in one love, the power of laughter
and the culture of cooking.
I am built from a mediterranean family, it’s said that us women
have fire in our blood.
Remember me.
I come from the San Juans. I grew up with a pack of hippies.
My people are known for community gardens,
weed, food, and bonfires.
Remember me.
When I was younger I would have been braver.
Living in my neighborhood makes me want to be a law abiding
citizen. B hall in Bear unit sucks.
Sometimes it isn’t so easy for me to believe that people are
inherently good.
My shadow looks like batman.
If I could sing myself a lullaby it would sound like “Dream a
Little Dream” Stars shining all around me, stars shining when I
whisper…
In my next life I’ll be a superhero.

FRIENDSHIP
IN PRISON
One of the hardest things about prison for me is getting emotionally attached to
others.
People say “You dont come to prison to make friends,” maybe not, but it happens.
I only call a select few friends but I do care for them and the worst feeling is when
they want to end the friendship.
Its not like on the street where you can just quit texting, stop hanging out, or unfriend
them on social media.
NO, I have to see them every single day.
I have to work next to them.
And I wonder what is so wrong with me that I am not worth commitment.
Like why cant friendship be like a relationship? We make a mutual agreement to be
open to each other.
If we have a problem we talk it out. If your feelings are hurt, you know you have at
least one shoulder you can lean on.
I just dont know how you can walk away.
It isnt sexual but its still intimate.
And it wasnt physical but it still tore my heart out when they walked away.
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Home could be where I am this time next year.
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Home is a little trailer by my best friend's house.
It is a 24' travel trailer remodeled inside
and its black and white and feels perfectly mine.
Home don't know how not to be there when I get back.
Home don't know how not to be sweet.
Home says when will you be back. I will be warm and waiting.
Home once was a place that someone took on vacation to the woods to go
camping. It was a luxury way to camp.
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Home is… safe. loving. Warm. woodfire. Home cooked meals.
Where we grow, learn, hurt.
Home don’t know… the pain of not belonging. The feeling of
meth drowning in its veins. Loneliness.
Home says… You are all Welcome. Come in sit a while. I have
lots to offer. I won’t deny you of your needs wants desires. You
can make me into your dreams or destroy me, either way I’m full
of love.
Home once was… Orange light cast from the funny lamp shade.
Woodsmoke drifting on the air. Dad’s humming echoing off the
walls.
Home could be… A place where the next generation experiences
truth family the good things in life, where they always end up.
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Home is… 50 acres of farmland with horses, cows, pigs,
chickens, goats, 1 donkey.
3 barns.
Double-wide mobile home.
A porch.
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Under my heart is the kid that was waiting for her
dad to pick her up after first day of kindergarten.
Under that is don’t let them see you under that is
running from him after I’d get off the bus every day.
Under that is my mom lost her job under that is I
had to walk on my own. Under that is accepting
who I was under that is amazing. Under that is
people love my company, under that is I will
succeed. Under that is my grandson will know who
I am. Under that is my mom will rest in peace.
Under that is I will live to be loved. Under that is a
worm on the hook wriggle till you walk. Under that
is making snow cones with my snoopy snow maker.
Under that is Chinese jump rope, tire swings.
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Under my heart is my daughter, Under that is my joy and fear under that is me sitting
in the hospital with this little life and faint heartbeat that’s not mine. Under that is the
most obnoxious yet beautiful sound most people call crying under that is a pounding
headache that was caused by spinal fluid leaking to my brain and under that was a lot
of tears and under that was anxiety about this being permanent under that was the
day her dad and I broke up and under that was the day I found him in bed with
another female and under that was my addiction and under that is a lot of bloody
needles, scars, low self worth, isolation, bad parenting, loneliness and under that is my
childhood that was sketchy from the start and under that was my mom who always
knew better but had limitations because it’s all she knows under that is the possibility
for more, more love more knowledge, strength, charisma, love, appreciation, and
under that is my purpose and under that is my desire to be a good mother and under
that is my excruciating pain and fear of failure and under that is my fear of success the
habits of self sabotage

under that is all the steps and part of my journey that I want to make
to break the cycle of addiction.
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Under my heart is my daughter. She is amazing always 4gives
me and deserves a mother whose there and under that is my
mother not being there when I needed her in past and under
that is my sister being meen an a bully an abusive in many
ways but she was there.
Under my heart is my dad and never being enough for him
and being tormented and hurt cus I’m not enough and under
that is drug following his teps trying to out sell him and
showing him I can do it 2 and I am enough and under that is
prison where we both end up and now he says he loves me and
I believe him but sometimes I feel as though it’s not enough.
Under my heart is my god who brings eternal life abundant
blessings and makes me happy under that is my dedication an
loyalty to my maker and under that is wanting to make the
lord proud to get the love which in my own father I never
found. Under that is knowing I’m worthy finally and honestly
slowly but surely starting to feel good enough and knowing i
am worthy and loved.
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My shadow's name is Candice and she is a little smaller than me in size. She is funny
and likes to play hide n seek. She loves the sunshine and standing in the back just
watching me go about life. Weather its struggles or successes. She always has my back.
We love to go on nice sunny walks so she can see all the beautiful things in the world.
She also loves music and dancing all night long. She never complains about being out
and about all night and day. She just loves going where I go.

Hi, I’m Denise’s shadow.
I seem to wander around hiding
and sometimes scaring Denise
by accident.
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My shadows name is Little Atrocia. She is
mischievous. Sometimes she doesn’t listen well and
wants to do her own thing. She is playful and spirited.
When she doesn’t like what’s going on she puts her
hands on her hips and shakes her head. She never
allows people to treat us wrong. She is our protector.
She stands up for what’s right and defends those who
can’t. Even me. My shadow has a gleam in her eye as
she winks at me and then vanishes in the light.
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My name is Janice M——. Inmate 7*****. Here on psp 2nd. I gave my ex ride home
and he dropped a stolen credit card in between my seats. Long story short I was pulled
over and the cops found this card. And since I didn't want to tell on my ex they
arrested me and I got 22 months which I am serving now.
Most people are surprised that I didn't just tell. "Why not? he left it." But I was not
raised that way. I could be mad about having to do this time for something I was
totally not guilty of doing. But if I did that then how would my time go? I believe it
would be horrible. Because you usually get back what you put in. And I believe that
goes for every aspect of life.
The way I look at it is, maybe I needed this time out to really do some soul searching.
Because all my life since I was 12yrs old until now I have used some sort of drug or
booze to be "normal" or to feel normal. Which is really weird because looking back
on my whole life it has been one crazy ride. I really don't think I know who Janice is.
I have no idea what it’s like to be clean and sober except for all together maybe 5
years. That’s prison and treatment and being pregnant.
So I believe my reason for being here is to finally figure out who exactly Janice is.
What does she look like, how does she feel. What does she want in life. I know that
I want all the normal things like a home and a happy marriage. To have my grandkids
over at my house all the time. To make new traditions instead of attending holidays
and birthdays thru pictures and cards.
Don't get me wrong there are a lot of good things about Janice. Her personal values
such as friendship, honesty, loyalty, integrity and her self respect are some of the
things that make a good foundation for me to be able to find my self.
I know that a change is happening in my life and the woman I become is gonna be
amazing to watch transform. Just you wait and see.
21

WHY I’M HERE
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Born to brokenness and youth
But claimed by a family
I had a mom, dad
Love. Brothers older than me.
Nurtured, educated, taught to respect.
Raised in small towns, mountains
Desert, by the big rivers.
The American Dream, perfectly planned.
But from a young age
I was stubborn, independent, unruly.
Dating older guys drinking by
the railroad tracks. Then came
Meth.
That was the end
of the dream the nightmare
Began. There were some good things.
A marriage and three amazing children. Then the divorce,
the relapse, and three prison stays. Now it's almost over.
A new life to begin.
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My name is Ryann. I am 31 years old and
so far my life has been quite the journey.
A daughter of a blue collar dad and a fun
loving, yet addicted, mother who left me
too soon. I’ve made mistakes along the
way. But try to learn as I go forward. My
heart belongs to my two little boys who
will forever be my greatest contribution to
this world, and the reason I will never
Give up, despite any adversity life throws
my way. I love music, photography, and
sports. Tell me I can’t, and I will.
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Born in May of 1990 in Bremerton Washington. Mom tried hard but never really did
get far. Dad was never there. Moved around a lot, never really stayed put due to mom’s
abusive dude. Always had to hide the bruises. Grandpa was the best but God decided
He wanted to take him home. Therefore I was left alone.

On the street at 12 life was a living hell.
10/13/10 my life forever changed. God gave me Nikolas my son. I had continued to
make some mistakes and ended up here in prison. But now getting my life right is in
sight.

I live in Wapato wa my whole life I went to school until 6th grade didnt finish then I
got pregnent at 14 yrs my baby father went to prison so I was a single mother for 4
yrs then at 17 yrs I met my husband got married at the age of 20 then we had 4
children 2016 we had a lil problem with our relationship I ended up gettin pregnent
with somebody else
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I was named after Coco Chanel Mademoiselle. As a child I
loved animals almost more than people. Growing up in the
Skagit Valley gave me a playground of meadows and rivers.
Everyday after school taking my horse racing in the alfalfa
fields or swimming in the river was all I wanted to do. In
the summers I picked berries and tended to the orchard of
fruit trees and sold fruit from a small trailer my dad painted
the road runner on. I competed at the county fair for barrel
racing my horse. Her name was magic. I now have two
daughters.
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It would have a set of pull down stairs with a chain that was
retractable so once it was closed, no one could get in.
As you climbed up the stairs there would be a vaulted ceiling
and thick black carpet.
A huge window in the front.
Lace curtains with solid black under the lace.
I would have surround sound speakers and a huge flat-screen
TV with a huge bedlike pillow top mattress on the floor.
With huge pillows and soft fuzzy blankets,
a laptop computer and a huge mirrored wall
with baskets and bins full of make up and nail stuff.
I would be cozy and warm in the winter and cool in the
summer.
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Bare unfinished hardwood floors, pull up steps.
Soft classic rock playing on an LP, yes a record player.
Christmas lights strung around the room, a plush 80s
couch, so broke in that I sink when I sit.
It envelops me like my mother’s loving arms.
The music beats it base in my back.

I breathe in deep relaxing breaths, in harmony with
sounds and nature.
It smells like opium and sandal wood incense, not
intense, just lightly.
I lay my head back and ponder the wonders of the
world.
The what ifs and how could there not be a God.
Plants lend a refreshing ambience to my space and
enough moisture to keep me from coughing.
This is my time.
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A PLACE TO HEAL
In being away from my kids and grandkids, I need to have some kind of growth for
my time away. Well, in saying that, I came to Prison very tired, unhealthy and
broken….
I’m here on DOSA [Drug Offender Sentencing Alternative] revoke time for not
reporting. When I got out of my first part of my Dosa sentence, I got into a
relationship with a Christian man that worked and had his own place. Soon he began
showing his true colors, little by little getting crazier and crazier.
Through battles of my life with him, battles for my life with having a stroke and a
heart attack, and never really getting time to heal. Because my time was always
dedicated to taking care of my sick grandmother that had stage 4 kidney failure. [She
has] one kidney and then ended up with colon cancer, which I helped her beat. [I did]
day and night care, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, cooking, cleaning, taking her to
doctors.
Needless to say I was mentally exhausted.
Then February 27, my ex came into my home and attacked me, knocking me out. My
son, being my savior, pulled him off me before he killed me. Was knocked out for 10
minutes, possible brain damage.
I didn’t go back to him, but I clung onto someone that ended up with the same traits,
just a different face. Very unhealthy.
During this time my heart was getting worse.
Finally, when I got arrested on my DOC warrant, they revoked [my DOSA], even
though I had got myself my own place, counseling, treatment and into college within
75 days.
I know God put me here to heal so I can finally take care of myself, so I can get strong
again.
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green
the color green reminds me of the spring.
When I was growing up my best friend and
I would hike through the woods looking for
a place to kick back in. Our favorite was up
the hill behind my house. We never came
across any other people. The verdant moss
was always welcoming. We would soak up
the sun and smoke weed and get lost in the
world around us. It always reminded me of
my favorite movie Fern Gully, magical, to this
day I’ve never seen the delicate flowers
anywhere else but on the islands.

orange
When I think about orange I think about the sun, moon,
stars, laying in the grass telling childhood fantasies,
scared of the dark, picking black berries playing on teeter
totter, getting my hair cut, high school pep rally paddle
boating Sesame Street, crown center in Kansas City,
Mickey Mouse club, head up 7-up, Claire’s, I don’t know,
Darby’s head to the side, the smell of wet grass in the
morning, my sister sucking her thumb always grossed me
out, caterpillars, the smurfs, Point Defiance zoo.
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blue
When I think blue I think pink when I think pink I think new
me when I think new me I think god when I think god I think
everything when I think everything I think not to think when
I think not to think I think not smart when I think not smart
I think dumb when I think dumb I think past when I think
past I think old me when I think old me I think caught up
when I think caught up I think prison when I think prison I
think time when I think time I think do not waste when I think
do not waste I think anymore when I think anymore I think
faults when I think faults I think okay when I think okay I
think just the way I am when I think just the way I am I think

perfect.
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I am from Talc powder Copenhagen and early mornings.
I am from the smell of sweets baking, fire crackling,
father humming while he works.
I am from fresh cut grass, tomato plants, and hydrangeas,
the Evergreen, peony, and growing season.
I am from the camping trips, summer vacations,
from Great Depression and Montana winter.
I am from the eating every meal together and shopping with mom
while dad waits in the car.
From the “Little Atrocia” and “you make my ass wanna take a dip of snuff.”
I am from Sunday school and Bible verses memorized.
I am from green, and growing, and lands toiled, corn on the cob and apples.
From the World War II vet, the clothes froze on the line and we beat the ice out,
and the ones whose only dream was to raise a family.

Age 13
I am from smoking on the tracks.
Canadian mist and Marlboros.
I am from garage bands, homegrown, sweet, sticky nights
I am from jasmine, vanilla, the rock by the river.
The Ivy, Rhododendron, and Cardinal.
I am from the fisher the homemaker, from Momma and Daddy, and goodness
From the you better not sneak out and Get your ass home Right Now!
I am from mountains, rivers, and logging.
From Youth Group Wednesdays and CDs.
I am from Tribal Lands
I am from Peach cobbler and homemade ice cream.
I am from early rising
Curly hair, Aquanet bangs,
The awkward, bashful,
insecure.
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I am from good times in the forest, drinking beer around a bonfire.
I am from high school dropouts driving lifted Chevy trucks.
I am from a place where meth is the most popular extracurricular activity.
I am from a present where prison will soon be past.

I am from a town I must stay away from to recover.
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I am from Bob Seger, Marlboros, and Avon.
I am from my mother’s fancy hairdos for school,
ponytails so tight my eyes were slanted, and Rock’N’Roll.
I am from pulling over on the side of the road to pick blackberries.
I am from embarrassing the B-day boy or girl and passing the ugliest painting you’ve
ever seen to one another every year as a X-mas gift and my Mama and Gma & Gpa.

I am from peace, love and food stamps.
Purrington (VanMarFarms) and The Columbia River.
I am from “Check It Out” & “The Bottom Line.”
From a fun loving, free spirited Christian family.
I am from Winnemucca Sharp Cheddar & Dill Pickle & PB sandwiches.
I am from Gpa Randy waking me @ 4am to watch a Mama Mare birth her baby
foul, the Febreeze and 4 living generations of beautiful women.
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I am from Abba from American band stand.
I am from a trailer park in Iowa next to fields of corn.
I am from Ivy, Roses and honey. The maple, lillies, cinnamon
I am from 4th of July and home made Halloween.
I am from drinking too much and too much is not enough.
From "When I was your age" and "Better late than never."
From only the kids go to church. So we can still be drunk and not watch them.
I am from Iowa and the Harris's, corn and beans.
From Roberta, Joe and Tom the father that never met me
and the one who took his place.
I am from a million photos that cover my walls and boxes of them in hall closets.
and from the locket of us when we were babies and my baby
that I wear around my neck.
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WELCOME HOME
Keeping the Faith—the Prison Project (non-religious) is an arts residency program

designed to enable incarcerated women and girls to discover a sense of identity within
themselves and to develop that identity within the context of community through the
vehicles of performance, video documentation and a published anthology of their
writings.
The Pat Graney Company has conducted this three-month program of movement,
writing and visual art in Washington State women’s prisons since 1995. Each year, the
program culminates in performances where the participating women perform and
display their visual art for 100 members of the general public as well as for over 300
of their incarcerated peers and prison staff. Keeping the Faith creates a rare forum for
cultural development among incarcerated women by facilitating the exploration and
expression of both individual and collective identity.
The program consists of dance, creative writing, American Sign Language and visual
art classes that encourage participants to explore some of the issues that led to their
initial incarceration. This anthology showcases writings of the KTF 2018 participants
alongside photographs of their artwork and the culminating performances that took
place in November of this year.
For this year’s program, the KTF team led women in exploring home as a concept,
with attention to memory, family, and autobiography. The theme “Home” helped the
women focus on their construction of personal narratives, in which they accepted
responsibility, reclaimed their agency, recognized circumstances out of their control
and, finally, were able to embrace self-compassion.
This anthology is a radical act of vulnerability and trust. It reflects the personal
thoughts and writings of the women who participated in KTF 2018 and includes
pieces authored by not only the performers, but by all the women who attended our
workshops over the course of this year.
We welcome you into an experience of Home. Enter with an open heart.
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KTF HISTORY & MISSION
Project Director Pat Graney has run Keeping the Faith—the Prison Project (KTF) for incarcerated women in
Washington State since 1995.
The first program culminated in a performance by seven participants for an audience of residents and staff from
Washington Corrections Center for Women. Since then, hundreds of women have graduated from the program.
By the time KTF moved to Belfair in 2005, three other major programs had been modeled after the Prison Project:
The Journey Home, Inside/Outside, and ArtSpring
Additionally, several programs have taken place during the tenure of KTF, including the Performing Artist Series,
which brought professional artists into corrections facilities for concerts and workshops with the prison
population.
For KTF 2018, the Artist Team ran monthly workshops beginning in March, and in September they began their
three month residency, which involved weekly classes on Monday and Wednesday from 5:30-8:00PM.
Graney and the KTF team developed this program with the following intentions:
1. To explore issues of self-esteem through the development of autobiographical material and the acquisition
of performance skills.
2. To experience re-integration with a diverse group of women to build cooperation and mutual respect
through dance, writing, visual arts, and performance structures.
3. To open pathways for individuals and groups to go inside the prison environment and interface with
members of that community.
Keeping the Faith—the Prison Project is made possible solely through the fundraising efforts of the Pat Graney
Company. We encourage you to consider donating so that we may continue making a difference in the lives of
these women.
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Prison is a place where you wait for everything. hear recall all the
time. where you break up with your boyfriend. get addicted to
Pinochle. get 20 minutes per call.
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Keeping the Faith 2018 Artist Team
Project Director: Pat Graney
Project Coordinator: Elliat Graney-Saucke
Assistant Project Coordinator: Sarah Pruis
Program Mentorship: Sebastian Raine
Creative Writing: Pat Graney & Daemond Arrindell
American Sign Language: Jason Plourde
Street Dance: Noelle Price
Dance Intern: Kara O’Toole
Visual Arts/Set Design: Devon Midori Hale
Visual Arts Intern/Illustrator: Bella Anderson
Anthology Editor & Design: Sarah Pruis
Special Thanks
Without the support of Superintendent Dennis Tabb, Assistant Community Program Director Josh Shupien and
Recreation Director Janice Zimmerman, we would not be able to bring Keeping the Faith to MCCCW residents
and members of the Washington State community. We wish to salute these individuals along with 4Culture,
Seattle Office of Arts & Culture, Jubilation Foundation, Raven Foundation and many individual donors for
making this program possible.
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